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CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION: AN ILLUSTRATED CASE STUDY APPROACH  is todayâ€™s most

modern, complete, visual, and â€œreality-basedâ€• guide to criminal investigation. Unlike other texts,

it presents both written cases and a full sequence of photos for each case, enabling students to

view crime scenes from top-to-bottom, and realistically apply investigative concepts. The authors

first introduce core investigative tools, demonstrating the proper use of law and evidence gathering

techniques. Next, they present detailed methods for investigating a wide spectrum of specific

crimes. Each type of crime is illuminated with a detailed case study and a complete series of

properly-sequenced crime scene photos. This textâ€™s â€œno punches pulledâ€• coverage helps

students understand exactly what to expect in the field. It also contains detailed coverage of many

crimes that other books overlook, including street gang crime, and crimes involving explosives.
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A book which has it all in criminal investigation. I pre-ordered the book and it arrived fairly quickly at

my house. The book truly is different from the rest as it states. First the text is very relevant to

criminal investigations, coupled with a total of over 600 pictures. The book displays 10 or 11 photos

of one crime scene so me as the student, I can see the crime scene in its entirety from first

responder to investigator. The photos do a great job in explaining the text, unlike the few other

books I've bought. The difference I see in this book and the others I have is the number of photos of

one crime scene. Some books may show one graphic photo to illustrate a gunshot wound to the

head or a graphic photo of a suicide. This book not only has more of that, but also shows you the



entire crime scene of a murder. So as a student I was able to see the body and the evidence to go

along with it (11 photos) of one crime scene. No book has anything like that. The homicide chapter

had almost 80 pictures and several cases to illustrate various types of homicides. This book also

goes over gang crime investigations, which is different by far. Explains how to approach

investigations involving gangs (Intel and such).Just an overall great book!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

This is the first ebook I ever purchased. It took some getting used to not having the actual book right

in front of me. I do prefer the book for reading, but the ebook turned out to be much more useful

when I needed to look something up, because it has a search tool that helps you search the text for

keywords.

This book makes reading fun. You must get this book because it has alot of interesting pictures.The

book looks real nice. Should keep it on your shelf if you buy

The book is very good to have with the class. Pictures are very graphic and you can't be squeamish

about it.

Good textbook for class and came in very good condition.
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